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With Ad Tracking Pro at your fingertips, you will be able to: * Easily track, measure, and analyze all traffic

and sales with the click of a button. * Scientifically test sales letters to immediately increase conversion

ratios and boost cashflow. * Save time and money by making your marketing campaigns twice as

effective instantly after implementing Ad Tracking Pro . * Eliminate all guess work! Simplify your

advertising efforts and know from the start which ads are working and which aren't by using our

Campaign Control Technology! * Plug it in to any web site that you own and anything you promote to

track and measure every marketing campaign that you are involved in. No scripts to install! * Automate all

aspects of your "marketing numbers" and save massive amounts of profit time. * Let Ad Tracking Pro do

the grunt work for you! The Ad Amplifier Need to track visitors going to external links like affiliate

programs, joint ventures, etc..? Use your ad campaign trackers with OUR URL instead of yours like

above. Just tack your tracker ID to the end of our specialized URL, and now you can track external links.

It looks like this: trackerzap.com/member/link.php?tid=ID These trackers are designed to make it

completely hands free for you. It will automatically create your web site's marketing numbers for you.

Spitting out such statistics as: Unique visitors, total visitors, visitors to sales ratios, cost per click, cost per

sale, referring URLs, time and date of each visitor, and more... With this, you can stop wasting time and

money on ineffective marketing campaigns and start utilizing the power of the numbers game to your

advantage! The Action Gauge Did I forget? This system also tracks web site sales and actions performed

by your visitors! Need to know which ads are also producing sales? No problem! Need to know which

marketing campaigns are producing ezine subscribers? No problem! The Action Gauge is fully integrated

with the statistics program giving you a full grasp at what is going on with your web site. Never miss or

guess again! The Scientific Split-Tester When using the Ad Amplifier, you will have the ability to "split" the

traffic that goes through your tracking URL to two different web sites. Why is this important? Imagine the

power that you will have if you could perform scientifically accurate marketing tests with ease to see what

works and what doesn't. Once you find out what works, drop the losers and explode your income! This is
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what separates the 6 and 7 figure earners from the penny pinchers. Testing is by far the easiest way to

constantly produce more cash, day after day, than you ever thought possible. Use it yourself and/or make

a membership site like statcounter and earn income that way to. Member area: - Member signup/login -

Member details management - Statistics trackers management - Daily statistics tracking - Referring urls

tracking - Search engines keywords tracking - Ad trackers management - Affiliate programs tracking

Administration area: - Login page - Administration home page - Broadcast e-mail sending - Members

management - Affiliates management - Global variables management - Search engines tracking

management **************************** GET THE BEST SPUN ARTICLES, SIGN UP FOR SPIN READY

ARTICLES HERE knector.tradebit.com/groups.php OR HERE tradebit.com/usr/knector/groups.php FOR

MORE GREAT TEMPLATES AND SCRIPTS VISIT: knector.tradebit.com/ **************************** Tags:
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